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Abstract
In two eye-tracking studies we investigated the influence of Mandarin numeral classifiers – a 
grammatical category in the language – on online overt attention. Mandarin speakers were 
presented with simple sentences through headphones while their eye-movements to objects 
presented on a computer screen were monitored. The crucial question is what participants look 
at while listening to a pre-specified target noun. If classifier categories influence Mandarin 
speakers’ general conceptual processing, then on hearing the target noun they should look at 
objects that are members of the same classifier category – even when the classifier is not 
explicitly present (cf., Huettig and Altmann, 2005). The data show that when participants heard 
a classifier (e.g., ba3, Experiment 1) they shifted overt attention significantly more to classifier-
match objects (e.g., chair) than to distractor objects, but when the classifier was not explicitly 
presented in speech, overt attention to classifier-match objects and distractor objects did not 
differ (Experiment 2). This suggests that although classifier distinctions do influence eye-gaze 
behavior, they do so only during linguistic processing of that distinction and not in moment-
to-moment general conceptual processing.
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A guy goes to the pub and has four beers. The next day he wants to tell his 
friend about his night out. If he is a speaker of Mandarin, he has to use a spe-
cific sort of expression. He cannot just say “I had four beers”. Instead, he has 
to include a special category of word before the noun that serves to “individ-
uate” the referent, for example, “I had four bei1 beer” or “four ping2 beer”, 
where bei1 specifies glasses and ping2 bottles. This might not seem so unusual 
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or exotic. But Mandarin speakers must use this construction every time they 
want to specify the number of entities.1 So if the same Mandarin speaker had 
walked past two rivers on the way home from the pub and wished to describe 
how many he had seen, he would have had to say “two tiao2 river”, where 
tiao2 designates long, rope-like objects such as rivers, snakes and legs.

Bei1, ping2 and tiao2 are numeral classifiers, a grammatical category in 
Mandarin. There are several hundred such classifiers in Mandarin (e.g., 
Huang and Ahrens, 2003; Zhang, 2007). The semantics of classifiers have 
usually been characterized in terms of abstract properties such as animacy, 
shape, function, and size2. But it is not unusual for members of a classifier 
category to be apparently unrelated to other members (Allan, 1977). For 
example, the classifier tiao2, which is used with rivers, snakes and legs, can 
also be used for dogs, underwear and a piece of news. The question we 
address in this paper is whether these language-specific classifier categories 
influence Mandarin speakers’ moment-by-moment conceptual processing or 
only engage processing when they are overtly deployed.

Mandarin speakers appear to be exquisitely sensitive to classifier categories 
in a variety of situations, including inductive reasoning, making preference 
judgments, remembering objects and judging object similarity (e.g., Schmitt 
and Zhang, 1998; Zhang and Schmitt, 1998; Saalbach and Imai, 2007). For 
example, Zhang and Schmitt asked whether objects that take the classifier 
ba3 for “graspable objects” would become more associated with “graspable-
ness”, such that speakers direct attention to this property, even outside the 
linguistic realm. They constructed mock advertisements for objects and asked 
participants questions such as how good the product was, how much they 
liked it and how easy it was to use. Crucially, the advertisements consisted of 
photographs of objects that took either the ba3 (graspable) classifier or a dif-
ferent (control) classifier (tiao2, for long thin things), and that appeared with 
or without a hand in the picture. Zhang and Schmitt found that Mandarin 
speakers showed more preference for an umbrella (which takes ba3) when a 
hand was in a picture but this manipulation did not influence preference for 
a rope (which takes tiao2). For non-Mandarin speakers the “with or without 
a hand” manipulation made no difference for any product. These findings 
suggest that classifiers play an important role in conceptual processing for 
Mandarin speakers.

1 Classifiers occur with numerals, demonstratives (e.g., zhei4 ‘this’, nei4 ‘that’) and certain 
quantifiers (Li and Thompson, 1981).

2 In Mandarin most nouns can also occur with the general classifier ge4. Analysts consider 
this to be a semantically vacuous morpheme (Meyers, 2000, although see Ahrens, 1994).
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Whereas research using offline measures has found a strong influence of 
Mandarin classifiers on conceptualization, research using more online (or 
implicit) measures (e.g., Saalbach and Imai, 2007; Gao and Malt, 2009; 
Experiment 4) has revealed either no classifier effects or only modest ones. 
Saalbach and Imai (2007), for example, conducted a priming experiment 
with printed word primes and picture targets. Participants were asked to 
judge whether the printed word and the visual object matched. These authors 
found that classifier relations affected the response latencies of neither Manda-
rin speakers nor a control group of German speakers. Interestingly, an offline 
task using the same materials did reveal a language-specific effect. Mandarin 
speakers rated same-classifier pairs as significantly more similar than control 
pairs. Although a control group of German speakers also judged same-classifier 
pairs as more similar than control pairs, the Mandarin speakers’ ratings for the 
same-classifier pairs were significantly higher than those of the German con-
trol group. Previous data on the influence of Mandarin classifiers on concep-
tual processing have, thus, at times been contradictory.

In the present study our question is whether classifier categories are typi-
cally recruited during online attentional processing, which we measure by 
tracking eye movements. If the categories of language do channel attention to 
particular properties of the world, we should be able to measure this by track-
ing eye movements over time. We also control for phonological, semantic/
conceptual and visual similarity to exclude the possibility that our results are 
influenced by similarities that are not language-specific.

Eye Movements and Conceptual Structure

To investigate this issue we measure participants’ eye movements to visual 
stimuli while they listen to speech. This method provides closely time-locked 
and fine-grained measures of ongoing cognitive processing over time, in the 
form of fixations to different locations in the visual display. For example, 
Cooper (1974) showed that when participants were presented with a visual 
display containing a number of common objects, they tended to spontane-
ously fixate on the visual referents of words while they heard their names. On 
hearing ‘lion’, for example, participants were more likely to fixate on the pic-
ture of a lion than on pictures of unrelated objects.

Language-mediated eye movements are also highly sensitive to conceptual 
structure (Huettig and Altmann, 2005). For example, Huettig and Altmann 
(2005) found that participants directed overt attention towards a depicted 
object (such as a trumpet) when a conceptually, but not associatively, related 
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target word (e.g., ‘piano’) unfolded acoustically. Increased attention to con-
ceptually-related items is, moreover, proportional to the degree of conceptual 
overlap. Huettig et al. (2006) provided further evidence that proximities 
among auditory and visual stimuli in a multidimensional conceptual space 
determine shifts in overt attention. They showed that corpus-based contex-
tual similarity measures predict eye movement behavior well. Participants’ 
overt attention is also guided to objects that are related in visual form – e.g., 
on hearing ‘snake’ they look at a cable (snake and cable have a similar global 
shape; Huettig and Altmann, 2004, 2007).

In short, these studies show that eye movements are a highly sensitive indi-
cator of conceptual processing and conceptual similarity of various kinds. 
Although Saalbach and Imai (2007: 498) concluded that “the classifier orga-
nization system does not organize speakers’ concepts of objects”, they pro-
posed that “the classifier effect found among Chinese speakers is perhaps best 
characterized as a magnified sensitivity to semantic features underlying classi-
fier categories developed through the habitual use of classifiers in association 
with the names of objects”. If Mandarin speakers have “a magnified sensi-
tivity to semantic features underlying classifier categories”, we ought to be 
able to find evidence for this in Mandarin speakers’ language-mediated eye-
movements.

Current Study

We presented Mandarin speakers with simple Mandarin sentences through 
headphones while monitoring their eye-movements to objects presented on a 
computer screen. The crucial question is what they look at while listening to 
a pre-specified target noun that is embedded in a sentence.3 If classifier cate-
gories influence general conceptual processing, then on hearing a target noun 
participants should shift overt attention to objects that share the same classi-
fier even when the classifier is not explicitly present. For example, on hearing 
the Mandarin word for scissors, they should look more at a picture of a chair 
than at a picture of an unrelated object because the nouns for scissors and 
chair share the classifier ba3. This would be consistent with the strong Whor-
fian position that language-specific categories are a major determinant of 
conceptual thought (Sapir, 1921; Whorf, 1956; Lucy, 1992; Gumperz and 
Levinson, 1996).

Of course, it is not obvious that classifiers have such a strong effect on 
conceptual processing, especially considering some of the findings from pre-

3 The target word was not indicated to the participants.
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vious studies. We may ask whether classifier information can ever be used to 
direct overt attention. It is at least logically possible that classifiers are purely 
formal markers (see Greenberg, 1972; Lehman, 1979) that do not influence 
attentional processing even when they are explicitly present. Experiment 1 
was therefore designed as a test to determine whether our method is sensitive 
enough for the present purpose. If classifiers can influence overt attention, 
then Mandarin speakers should look at potential matches on hearing the clas-
sifier in spoken sentences. A shift of eye-gaze to a chair on hearing the classi-
fier ba3 would mean that Mandarin classifiers can influence overt attention 
at least when they are present (see Discussion of Experiment 1).

To summarize, the present research investigates whether language-specific 
classifier categories influence Mandarin speakers’ moment-by-moment con-
ceptual processing. According to a strong Whorfian perspective classifier cat-
egories shape conceptual processing, so eye-movements should be drawn to 
exemplars of a classifier category even when the classifier is not presented (cf., 
Huettig and Altmann, 2005).

Experiment 1: Classifier Present

We first conducted Experiment 1 to validate our choice of method. In Exper-
iment 1 the classifier was explicitly mentioned in the spoken sentence. We 
predicted that on hearing the classifier (e.g., ba3) participants would shift 
overt attention to the target object (e.g., chair) because according to our pre-
tests the noun chair frequently occurs with the classifier ba3.

Method

Similarity-rating Pre-tests
In order to select appropriate items for the eye-tracking experiments we 
conducted two norming studies. Their purpose was to exclude item pairs 
that shared not only a classifier but also visual similarity (e.g., snake and 
river) or semantic/conceptual similarity (e.g., snake and dog) independently 
of the classifier. We chose Dutch subjects for this rating task because if we 
had asked Mandarin speakers, their similarity ratings might have been influ-
enced by precisely the phenomena we wanted to study – whether member-
ship in the same classifier category induces perceived similarity. Of course, 
excluding items that Dutch speakers judge to be similar may also reduce the 
likelihood of conceptually-mediated eye movements in Mandarin speakers. 
But if classifier categories are indeed a major determinant of conceptual pro-
cessing in Mandarin speakers – and if they are automatically recruited during 
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online processing – then we should still observe conceptually-mediated shifts 
in eye gaze with this control in place.

Participants were presented with a booklet containing the experimental 
materials. A critical word was printed at the bottom center of each page, with 
four pictures presented directly above it (displayed just as in the eye-tracking 
experiments to be conducted). Pictures were black-and-white line drawings 
selected from the Max Planck Institute picture database.

The noun naming one of the pictures shared a classifier with the critical 
word, while the names for other three did not. (This was separately estab-
lished through a naming study with native Mandarin speakers using the 
internet. None of these participants took part in the main experiments.) For 
example, if the written (critical) word on the bottom of the page was “scis-
sors”, the four pictures were of a chair (the noun for which shares the classi-
fier ba3 with “scissors”), a framed painting, a nose and a candle (these nouns 
do not share a classifier with “scissors”).

The objects in the visual displays to be rated were pre-selected by an exper-
imenter so that the names of the pictures within a display all started with dif-
ferent phonemes (i.e., no phonological competitors were present). In Pre-test 
1 twelve participants were asked to rate how similar the object indicated 
by the critical word was in physical shape to each of the depicted objects 
using an 11-point scale (0=“absolutely no similarity in physical shape”; 
10=“identical physical shape”). They were told to concentrate on shape and 
ignore similarity in meaning. In Pre-test 2, a different set of twelve partici-
pants used the same 11-point scale to judge meaning similarity while ignor-
ing shape similarity. For the eye-tracking studies we selected the 38 (out of 
48) visual displays for which there was no significant difference in semantic/
conceptual and visual similarity ratings between the classifier match and the 
unrelated distractor referents.

Eye-tracking Experiment

Participants
Twenty-four Mandarin speakers, all with higher education (at least under-
graduate level), participated in the experiment. Ages ranged from 20 to 38 
years, with a mean age of 27. Most participants were Chinese undergraduate 
students studying at Dutch universities. The rest were employed at Dutch 
universities or multinational companies based in The Netherlands. All partic-
ipants had lived in China until at least the age of eighteen. All were familiar 
with some other languages, such as English or Dutch, and all had normal or 
corrected-to-normal vision.
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Materials and Design
The eye-tracking experiment consisted of 38 experimental trials (see Appen-
dix A). On each trial, participants were presented with a visual display con-
taining line drawings of four objects, along with a spoken sentence. To avoid 
anticipatory eye-movements based on the context of the sentence (cf., Alt-
mann and Kamide, 1999), each critical word was placed in a neutral sentence 
context (e.g., Do you know if there is another name for . . .? ) as is typical in 
experiments investigating lexical semantics (cf,. Huettig and Altmann, 2005; 
Huettig and McQueen, 2007). Crucially, the sentence contained a numeral 
classifier (e.g., “Do you know if there is another name for one ba3 [ba3=classifier] 
chair ”). The question was whether participants would look at the target pic-
ture of the chair more than the unrelated distractors when they heard the 
classifier. Throughout the experiment the participant’s direction of eye-gaze 
was measured.

There were two experimental conditions. In the noun-match condition the 
spoken classifier and critical word (e.g., “ba3 chair”) matched the target pic-
ture (in this case a chair). In the classifier-match condition the spoken classi-
fier also matched the target object but the spoken word referred to an object 
that was not in the display (e.g., “ba3 scissors”).

Materials were counter-balanced across conditions, with each participant 
receiving 19 trials in the noun-match condition and 19 trials in the classifier-
match condition. Within experimental trials, the position of the pictures was 
counter-balanced, and randomized on every trial across four fixed positions 
of a (virtual) 5×5 grid (grid positions 7, 9, 16 and 18, counting left to right 
and top to bottom; see Fig. 1).

The spoken sentences were read aloud by a female native speaker of Man-
darin in a sound-proof booth. Digital recordings of the utterances, at a sample 
rate of 44.1 kHz with 16-bit resolution, were stored directly on a computer.

Procedure
Participants were seated at a comfortable distance from the computer screen. 
One centimeter on the visual display corresponded to approximately 1° of 
visual arc. The eye-tracking system was mounted and calibrated. Eye-move-
ments were monitored with an SMI Eyelink eye-tracking system, sampling at 
250 Hz. Spoken sentences were presented to the participants through head-
phones. The parameters of each trial were as follows. First, a central fixation 
point appeared on the screen for 500 ms, followed by a blank screen for 600 
ms. Then four pictures appeared on the screen one second before the initia-
tion of the auditory presentation of a sentence. Participants were not asked 
to perform any explicit task. They were told that they should listen to the 
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sentences carefully, that they could look at whatever they wanted to, but that 
they should not take their eyes off the screen during the experiment (see 
Huettig and McQueen, 2007, for further discussion of the listening-only 
task). Participants’ fixations for the entire trial were thus completely uncon-
strained and participants were under no time pressure to perform any action. 
A central fixation point appeared on the screen after every five trials, allowing 
correction for some drift in the calibration.

Data coding procedure
The data from each participant’s right eye were analyzed and coded in terms 
of fixations, saccades and blinks, using the algorithm provided in the Eyelink 
software. The timing of the fixations was established relative to the onset of 
the critical word in the spoken utterance. Graphical analysis software per-
formed the mapping between the position of fixations and the pictures pres-

Figure 1. Example of visual stimulus (depicting target object chair and three 
unrelated distractors).
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ent on each trial, and displayed them simultaneously. Each fixation was 
represented by a dot associated with a number that denoted the order in 
which the fixation had occurred. Fixations were coded as directed to the tar-
get picture, the unrelated distractor pictures, or anywhere else on the screen. 
Fixations that fell within the cell of the grid in which a picture was presented 
were coded as fixations to that picture.

Results
Figure 2 is a time-course graph that illustrates the fixation proportions at 20 
ms intervals to the pictures over the course of experimental trials. In the 
noun-match condition the probability of a fixation to the target picture is 
P(target-noun-match condition); in the classifier-match condition it is 
P(target-classifier-match condition); and for the particular unrelated distrac-
tors it is P(distractor). The fixations to the three distractors were averaged. 
Zero represents the acoustic onset of the spoken critical word.

As can be seen from Fig. 2, P(target) started to diverge from P(distractor) 
right from the acoustic onset of the critical word (e.g., “chair” or “scissors”) 
in both experimental conditions. Since it takes about 200 ms to program and 
initiate a saccadic eye movement (see Altmann and Kamide, 2004), the criti-
cal information initiating this attentional shift (i.e., the classifier) was pro-
cessed at least 200 ms prior to the onset of the critical word.

For the statistical analyses we computed mean fixation proportions for 
each type of picture from the acoustic onset of the critical word to 1000 ms 
later. Distractor fixations were averaged across the three distractors. We cal-
culated the ratio between the proportion of fixations to the target picture and 
the sum of the individual target- and distractor-fixation proportions. We then 
compared the mean ratio (by participants and items) to 0.5. A ratio greater 
than 0.5 shows that, of all the fixations directed toward the target and the 
unrelated distractors, the target attracted more than half (see Huettig and 
McQueen, 2007).

One-sample t-tests showed that in the noun-match condition the target 
pictures were fixated more than the unrelated distractors (mean ratio 0.81, t1 
(23)=19.04, p<0.001, t2 (37)=25.52, P<0.001). Critically, this was also true 
in the classifier-match condition (mean ratio 0.57, t1 (23)=5.44, P<0.001, t2 
(37)=2.12, P<0.05). Thus, classifier information influenced eye-gaze.

Discussion
The purpose of Experiment 1 was to validate the eye-tracking method for 
research on Mandarin classifiers. Experiment 1 shows that Mandarin speak-
ers use classifier information to direct overt attention.
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Before we move on to the main purpose of our study, it may be worthwhile 
to briefly discuss the nature of the attentional effect observed in Experiment 1. 
These results could be compatible with Slobin’s notions of “thinking-for-
speaking” and “listening-for-understanding”, according to which the struc-
ture of the language we speak exerts an influence on which aspects of the 
world we attend to at least when language is being produced or compre-
hended, even if not necessarily in cognition more generally (see Slobin, 1996, 
2003).

However, when classifiers are present in the speech stream, overt attention 
may simply shift to objects that satisfy the classifier without necessarily being 
mediated by the conceptual system. At the moment of display onset, partici-
pants start to view the four objects. This causes activation of picture-derived 

Figure 2 Mean proportion of looks to the target objects and unrelated 
distracters (Experiment 2, classifier present in spoken sentence).
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representations that are tied to the spatial location in the display (see Huettig 
and Altmann, 2007). In a series of eye-tracking experiments Huettig and 
McQueen (2007) showed that, with enough preview, as in the current exper-
iments, picture-processing cascades as far as retrieval of the pictures’ names 
even when participants are not required to name the objects. We suggest that 
participants’ picture-derived representations also include classifier informa-
tion (e.g., ba3 chair). As participants hear the spoken classifier (e.g., ba3), 
there is overlap between the language-derived (e.g., phonological) representa-
tions and the picture-derived (e.g., phonological) representations, and this 
causes shifts in eye gaze to the matching object in the display (see Huettig 
and Altmann, 2007, for further discussion).

For the purposes of our study, nothing crucial hangs on which of these two 
accounts is correct. The critical point is that we can detect overt attentional 
shifts based on classifier information by using eye-tracking, thus indicating 
that our method is sensitive and appropriate.

Experiment 2: Classifier Absent

The main purpose of the present research was to investigate whether classifier 
categories are typically recruited during online attentional processing. Accord-
ing to a strong Whorfian position language-specific categories are a major 
determinant of conceptual processing even when they are not overtly 
deployed. Previous eye-tracking research strongly suggests that if language-
specific classifier categories influence Mandarin speakers’ general conceptual 
processing, then on hearing the target noun they should look at objects that 
are members of the same classifier category – even when the classifier is not 
explicitly present. Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1 except that 
the classifier was absent in the spoken sentence (i.e., there was no classifier 
preceding the target noun).

Method

Participants
Twenty-eight Mandarin speakers participated in the experiment. Their back-
ground was similar to that of the participants in Experiment 1. None had 
taken part in the previous study. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Materials and Design
The materials and design were identical to those of Experiment 1; only the 
spoken sentences differed. The crucial difference was that in Experiment 2 
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the spoken sentence did not include the classifier (see Fig. 3). For example, 
the sentence “Do you know if there is another name for one ba3 [ba3=classifier] 
chair?” in Experiment 1 became “Do you know if there is another name for 
chair?”. In Mandarin, sentences without classifiers are frequent. The question 
was whether participants would look at the target picture of the chair more 
than the unrelated distractors when they heard the critical word “scissors”.

Procedure
The procedure was as in Experiment 1.

Results
Figure 4 is a time-course graph that illustrates the fixation proportions to the 
pictures at 20 ms intervals over the course of experimental trials. In the noun-
match condition the probability of a fixation to the target picture is P(target-
noun-match condition); in the classifier-match condition it is P(target-
classifier-match condition); and for the unrelated distractors it is P(distractor). 

(a)
我 在 为 我 的 诗 找 一 个 与 椅子 押韵 的 词.
wo3 zai4 wei4 wo3 de shi1 zhao3 yi2 ge yu2 yi3-zi ya1-yun4 de ci2
I PROG for I GEN poem look.for one CLF with chair-noun.suffix rhyme REL word

Literal translation: I am looking for my poem for one CLF with chair rhyme REL word (For my poem I 
am looking for a word that rhymes with chair).

(b)
我 在 为 我 的 诗 找 一 个 与 剪刀 押韵 的 词.
wo3 zai4 wei4 wo3 de shi1 zhao3 yi2 ge yu2 jian3-dao1 ya1-yun4 de ci2
I PROG for I GEN poem look.for one CLF with scissors rhyme REL word

Literal translation: I am looking for my poem for one CLF with scissors rhyme REL word (For my poem I 
am looking for a word that rhymes with scissors).

Figure 3. Example of spoken sentence in Experiment 2 in (a) noun-match 
condition and (b) classifier-match condition. CLF=classifier, PROG=
progressive aspect marker, GEN=genitive, REL=relative clause marker. I PROG 
for I GEN poem look.for one CLF with chair-noun.suffix rhyme REL word 
is an example sentence in the non-classifier condition. Note that the ge4 (gen-
eral classifier) does not go with yi3zi ‘chair’. It goes with ci2 ‘word’, i.e., ‘one 
CLF word’. The sentence fragment between yi2 ge4 and ci2 is a relative clause. 
Chinese relative clauses occur before the head noun. The syntax of a complex 
NP containing a relative clause is: Numeral+CLF+REL clause+de+head noun.
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The graph shows the mean percentage of fixations per distractor. Zero repre-
sents the acoustic onset of the spoken critical word.

One-sample t-tests showed that in the noun-match condition the target 
pictures were fixated more than the unrelated distractors (mean ratio 0.71, 
significant by participants, t1 (27)=14.33, P<0.001, and items t2 (37)=14.03, 
P<0.001). In the classifier-match condition there were no significant differ-
ences between fixation to the target pictures and the unrelated distractors 
(mean ratio 0.49, t1 (27)=0.64, P>0.1, t2 (37)=0.97, P>0.1).

In sum, participants shifted their eye-gaze to the target picture (e.g., chair) on 
hearing the critical word in the noun-match condition (e.g., “chair”), but not on 
hearing the critical word in the classifier-match condition (e.g., “scissors”).

Figure 4. Mean proportion of looks to the target objects and unrelated 
distractors in Experiment 1 (classifier absent in spoken sentence) as a func-

tion of time (ms) after critical word onset.
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General Discussion

We investigated the influence of Mandarin classifier categories on moment-
by-moment attentional processing. Even though the visual display and most 
of the elements of the spoken sentences were identical across the two experi-
ments, eye-movement behavior was radically different. When the classifier 
was explicitly presented (e.g., ba3, Experiment 1), participants shifted overt 
attention significantly more to classifier-match objects (e.g., the chair) than 
to distractors. But when participants heard a spoken word (e.g., “scissors”) 
from the same classifier category as a visually depicted object (e.g., a chair), 
but the classifier was not explicitly presented in the speech, overt attention to 
classifier-match objects (here the chair) and distractor objects did not differ 
(Experiment 2). Since Mandarin speakers use classifier information to direct 
overt attention, as shown in the (almost identical) Experiment 1, the absence 
of the critical attention shift in Experiment 2 is not a procedural artifact. The 
findings of Experiment 2 are consistent with a priming study reported by 
Saalbach and Imai (2007; see Gao and Malt, 2009). These researchers found 
that reaction times were not facilitated by providing a written prime from the 
same classifier category as the name of a visually-depicted target. The data, 
therefore, do not support the strong Whorfian hypothesis that classifiers are a 
major determinant of attentional (conceptual) processing even when the clas-
sifier is not explicitly present.

One might wonder whether our failure to find Whorfian effects in Experi-
ment 2 is due to the sentence frames we used. Perhaps sentences like I’m look-
ing for a word that rhymes with chair and Do you know if there is another name 
for chair? focus participants on the sound features of our target words rather 
than on their semantic/conceptual properties. A focus on sound features 
alone, but not conceptual properties, would suffice to explain why partici-
pants look at a picture of a chair on hearing the word “chair” (seeing the pic-
ture would activate the phonological properties of its name, allowing a 
match). However, sound-focused participants would have no reason to look 
longer at a chair on hearing “scissors”, since a match based on covert shared 
classifier-category membership presupposes semantic/conceptual processing.

This explanation for the absence of an effect of shared classifier-category 
membership in Experiment 2 can be rejected with confidence. Previous visual 
world paradigm studies with pictures have used almost identical neutral sen-
tence frames (e.g., Huettig and McQueen, 2007) and obtained strong seman-
tic/conceptual effects. In addition, a great many visual world studies (Huettig 
and Altmann, 2005: Huettig et al., 2006; Huettig and McQueen, 2007) have 
demonstrated that when a display contains pictures, participants focus on 
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semantic matches between the display and the spoken words that are concur-
rently being processed (e.g., they look at a piano on hearing ‘trumpet’). When 
a display consists of words naming objects rather than pictures of the objects, 
the situation is different: orthographic representations of the sound forms of 
words do prompt participants to focus on possible phonological matches 
(Huettig and McQueen, 2007). In the present experiment our displays con-
sisted of pictures, not written words. It seems highly unlikely, then, that the 
sentence frames we used focused listeners merely on phonological rather than 
conceptual properties of the target words.

Our current study represents a strict test of the Whorfian hypothesis. We 
selected the materials to minimize the likelihood that non-language-specific 
factors would influence the results. Thus, we excluded item pairs that shared 
visual similarity (e.g., snake and river) or semantic similarity (e.g., snake and 
dog), as judged by native speakers of Dutch. These strict criteria also, of 
course, reduced the likelihood that Mandarin speakers will shift their atten-
tion to the chosen classifier-match objects. If we had used more lenient crite-
ria to select materials (i.e., allowing visually similar items: snake and river; or 
semantically similar items: snake and dog), it is possible that we could have 
found a language-specific effect: Mandarin speakers might have shown a sig-
nificantly greater shift of overt attention towards the picture of a river on 
hearing ‘snake’ than a control group of (for example) Dutch speakers (cf., the 
judgment tasks of Saalbach and Imai, 2007). River and snake share global 
visual similarity for both Mandarin and Dutch speakers (but in addition they 
share a classifier category in Mandarin). Maybe classifiers require some core 
(non-language-specific) visual or semantic similarity in the first place for lan-
guage-specific effects to emerge (see Davidson and Gelman, 1990). Though 
we cannot rule out this possibility, we believe our test of the Whorfian 
hypothesis is the most appropriate since it eliminates possible confounding 
variables, such as cultural or experiential factors.

Our findings add to the current body of work that goes beyond the sim-
plistic dichotomy of whether language affects thought to try to establish how, 
when, and under what conditions language-specific distinctions affect human 
behavior. Our data suggest that previous findings demonstrating a strong role 
for classifiers in the everyday cognition of Mandarin speakers (Zhang and 
Schmitt, 1998; Schmitt and Zhang, 1998) may have been mediated by a 
strategic recruitment of classifier categories during the decision-making stage 
of reasoning tasks. Our similarity-rating pre-tests and Saalbach and Imai 
(2007) have demonstrated that although Mandarin speakers are sensitive to 
similarities between objects sharing a classifier, even Dutch and German 
speakers are attuned to this likeness, suggesting that classifiers are picking up 
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on perceptual/conceptual resemblances already present between objects. Stud-
ies such as Zhang and Schmitt’s (1998) are also potentially problematic in 
the dependent measures they use. Participants are typically asked for explicit 
judgments, such as similarity judgments or word-picture matching, but simi-
larity judgments are known to be particularly prone to strategic biases (Gold-
stone, 1994). For example, participants could be recruiting the classifier 
category strategically during the tasks, so any similarity effect could be due to 
having a shared label (“These two things are similar because I describe them 
in the same way”) rather than to a difference in the underlying representation 
per se (Bloom and Keil, 2001; Goldstone et al., 2001).

It could have been possible that classifiers affected judgments through auto-
matic (rather than strategic) recruitment of labels. In the domain of color, 
for example, there is now converging evidence that language is recruited 
involuntarily during simple perceptual tasks (e.g., Gilbert et al., 2006; Tan 
et al., 2008; Thierry et al., 2009). Even when participants engage in a visual 
search task that does not require any linguistic processing (determining 
whether a different-colored patch is on the left or right side), participants still 
show an advantage when the odd-one-out is in the right visual field, which 
projects to the left hemisphere where language is processed (Gilbert et al., 
2006).

In contrast to the apparent strong online influence of color language on 
color memory and perception (see also Davidoff et al., 1999; Roberson et al., 
2000; Gilbert et al., 2006; Winawer et al., 2007) stands the absence of lan-
guage-on-cognition effects in the domain of motion (see manner vs. path cat-
egorization studies of Gennari et al., 2002; Papafragou et al., 2002, 2006). 
Gennari et al. (2002), for example, compared English and Spanish speakers’ 
linguistic descriptions to their performance in recognition memory and simi-
larity judgments. These authors found no influence of language on recogni-
tion memory after either linguistic or non-linguistic encoding of events. 
Interestingly, they found an effect of language in the similarity judgment task 
after verbal encoding but not after non-verbal encoding. Gennari et al. (2002: 
76) conclude that the effect in the similarity judgments “may reflect a con-
scious or unconscious strategy adopted by speakers, where they solved a diffi-
cult judgment by appealing to the visual dimension(s) features made salient 
by their description of the task”. Note in this regard that Saalbach and Imai ‘s 
(2007) study of Mandarin classifiers used a variety of measures in addition to 
similarity judgments. They observed an influence of language-specific classi-
fiers in similarity judgment tasks but not in reaction-time priming tasks, 
which draw more on automatic processes. Gao and Malt (2009) also found 
that knowledge of Mandarin classifier categories influenced performance 
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when the classifier was explicitly mentioned in a memory task but not in 
other more implicit tasks. Gao and Malt conclude that the effect of classifiers 
on conceptual organization may be ‘quite modest’ under real world conditions 
in which people normally encounter nouns, i.e., when the nouns are embed-
ded in spoken or written sentences that carry additional contextual meaning.

To conclude, our data demonstrate that Mandarin numeral classifiers 
influence online overt attention only during linguistic processing of these 
language-specific distinctions. This finding adds to our current understand-
ing of where to expect language-on-cognition effects: for classifiers, effects are 
more likely to emerge in tasks involving some strategic deliberation than in 
tasks that rely on more automatic conceptual processing; for motion, even 
strategic effects are minimal; while in the domain of color there is growing 
evidence that language may affect the early stages of color perception. This 
highlights the need for a shift in focus for language and cognition research: 
from the simplistic question of whether or not there are Whorfian effects to 
the more nuanced elaboration of why and how language-on-cognition effects 
emerge in some domains rather than others.
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Appendix A: Experimental Items Used in Both Experiments

Classifier Mandarin 
character

Competitor 
word

Target word Target picture

ba3 把 scissors chair chair
ba3 把 comb pick pick
ba3 把 umbrella knife knife
ba3 把 rocking 

chair
shovel shovel 

ba3 把 key Chinese fan Chinese fan
chuan4 串 grapes (a bunch 

of ) keys
(a bunch of ) 
keys

chuan4 串 (a bunch 
of ) bananas

necklace necklace

dui1 堆 hay fire fire
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Classifier Mandarin 
character

Competitor 
word

Target word Target picture

duo3 朵 cloud flower flower
fu4 副 saddle glasses glasses
fu4 副 chess handcuffs handcuffs
gen1 根 cigarette cane cane
gen1 根 match sausage sausage
jia4 架 (air)plane ladder ladder
jian4 件 vest present present
ke1 棵 palm tree lettuce lettuce 
ke1 棵 celery tree tree
ke1 颗 strawberry satellite satellite
kuai4 块 watermelon 

(slice)
field field 

kuai4 块 gum (a piece of ) 
cake 

(a piece of ) 
cake

kuai4 块 bread napkin napkin
mian4 面 mirror flag flag
pan2 盘 tape spaghetti spaghetti
pian4 片 leaf snowflake snowflake
shuang1 双 chopsticks (a pair of ) 

shoes 
(a pair of ) 
shoes 

tai2 台 TV microscope microscope
tiao2 条 leg scarf scarf
tiao2 条 jump rope tunnel tunnel
tiao2 条 pants snake snake
tiao2 条 fish towel towel
tiao2 条 tail bracelet bracelet
tiao2 条 chain dolphin dolphin
zhang1 张 desk paper paper
zhang1 张 (one) poker spider web spider web
zhang1 张 stamp mouth mouth
zhi1 只 cat pencil pencil
zhi1 只 chicken ear ear
zuo4 座 castle slide slide

Appendix A: (cont.)


